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My responses are inserted below.To:	Jeremycc:	Chet From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	06/10/97 

04:17:18 PMSubject:	updated "Lesar/WC Sept. 18, 1964" memoAn electronic version of the updated memo is 

attached.  Thanks.  You need only return the signed first page.I'll print out a hard-copy, sign it and forward it 

via the U.S. Postal Service.  Since Dave is now trying to find Jeffrey Warren, you may want to ask him to try 

again on Julia Eide (WC staffer who had authority to sign for transcripts and who was personally involved in 

dictating McCloy compromise language to Russell staffer over the phone).OK, will do.Did you ask President 

Ford about whether he'd ever seen autopsy photos/X-rays?  If so, what did he say?  My memo said:I asked 

President Ford whether he, or any of the Warren Commission members or staff had seen the autopsy 

photographs or x-rays.  He responded that he had no recollection of having seen any of them himself, 

although he has a vague recollection that one or two of the Commission members did see the material.  He 

stressed, however, that he was not certain of this.Also (though this is a very small item), I think the Ford desk 

diary entry regarding having seen a film of the assassination in January (and President Ford's recollection that 

this entry refers to the Z-film) is probably worthy of inclusion in my old WC/Specter chronology memo.  Unless 

you object, I may ask Chet to e-mail the memo to me so I can make the addition. Sounds good.  Chet found it 

for me recently.
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